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Court of Protection  
Overview

Ian began legal life as a solicitor. His career developed from assistant 
solicitor to equity partnership involving general common law 
litigation and crime. He amicably left a very successful firm to seek 
fresh and stimulating challenges at the Bar in 1990.

His experiences as a solicitor and at the bar include general common 
law, family work and appearances as instructing solicitor and counsel 
in the Divisional Court, Court of Appeal and House of Lords. His 
personal injury work during early years at the bar included patient 
and infant approval cases.

Although latterly concentrating on serious criminal cases, an 
increasing volume of work involved mental health issues and led 
to a part time appointment to the mental Health Review Panel.

Subsequent experience linked to Court of Protection work involves:

•  Determining applications under sections 2 and 3 MHA 1983  
(as amended).

•  Determining applications pursuant to sections 37/41 MHA  
and section 75.

•  Ruling on various aspects of Guardianship and Dols.

Ian also determine appeals in relation to Legal Aid Agency matters, 
recently involving a determination on the operation of Reporting 
Restriction Orders in the High Court.

Ian Harris

Call 1990

Clerks’ Details

 Kate Masher 

       0151 242 8841

  

       Suzanne Dutch

       0151 242 8873

 

 Denise Sheen

 0151 242 8874 

 

       Graeme Hipkiss  

       0151 242 8868

Appointments
• Crown Court Recorder with Class 
   II (Serious Sexual Offences)
   Authorisation
• Part-time Judge of Mental Health
   Tribunal with additional 
   membership of Restricted Patients
   Panel
• Legal Aid Agency Independent
   Financial Adjudicator

Beyond the Bar
Married with three children Ian’s 
interests include reading, theatre, 
travel, cycling and skiing.
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Recommendations

Legal Directories 

Ranked Tier 3 in Crime (General and Fraud)
The Legal 500 2023

“Ian is a very good operator in court.” 
Chambers and Partners 2023

“Ian Harris is particularly active on large-scale fraud matters, often tackling cases with a 
significant amount of highly technical and complex evidence to be considered.”
Chambers and Partners 2022

“He’s well liked by judges and is a very impressive advocate.” 
Chambers and Partners 2021

“Ian is brilliant with people and has a wealth of experience. He is a master craftsman in 
the court room and is an exceptional jury advocate.” 
The Legal 500 2021

“Very good on his feet and always well prepared.”
Chambers and Partners 2020

“He has significant experience of advocacy at the appellate level.”
Chambers and Partners 2019 

“Ian has excellent client care skills and a high standard of advocacy.”
Chambers and Partners 2018

“ Particularly active on large-scale fraud matters, often tackling cases with a significant
amount of highly technical and complex evidence to be considered.”
Chambers and Partners 2017

“ He prosecutes and defends the full scope of criminal offences, and has appeared as
lead junior in significant cases.” 
Chambers and Partners 2016

Regularly acts as lead junior in complex criminal cases. He is recommended for matters 
involving drugs conspiracies and murder. Expertise: “He is a senior junior who comes with 
the gravitas you would expect. He’s not fazed by any particular issue and has a good 
eye for detail.” “He is thorough and conscientious, presents brilliantly in court, and has a 
lovely way with the jury.” 
Chambers and Partners 2015
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“Ian Harris has impressed solicitors with his work handling legal and factually complex 
cases. He was able to predict the Crown’s approach to the case, and effectively negate 
their points before they could become a problem.” 
Chambers and Partners 2014

 

Client Testimonials 

I have instructed Mr Harris for over 20 years as a highly experienced junior barrister who 
often leads in significant, complex, multi-defendant cases reflecting a high standard 
of advocacy and case preparation. Ian has an ability to assimilate and understand the 
significance of vast quantities of document exhibits, and is equipped to deal with the 
requirements of representing lay clients who face long and complex trials. He is one of 
the best barristers I know. 
Edward Jones, Crown Court manager at Cobleys 

 

What a fantastic result! Thank you so much for all your efforts on our client’s behalf. I am 
well aware that you have worked night and day on this and really have gone the extra 
mile to ensure you knew the case inside out. I am sure that is why you have achieved the 
result you have today and I am delighted! 
Rachel Adamson, Slater & Gordon (following acquittal in Land Banking Fraud) 

 

We regularly instruct Ian in a variety of serious criminal cases, including sexual offences, 
heavy drugs and robbery conspiracies and murder. He has a wealth of knowledge and 
experience and an eye for detail even in the most complex matters. He is extremely 
accessible and has an excellent rapport with clients, providing clear and cogent advice 
in a sympathetic manner.  He is trusted by the Judges and has an excellent jury style, 
evidenced by the results he gets. 
Julie Murphy, Senior Advocate at ABR Solicitors


